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Abstract
In Neural Architecture Search (NAS), Differentiable AR-
chiTecture Search (DARTS) has recently attracted much
attention due to its high efficiency. It defines an over-
parameterized network with mixed edges each of which rep-
resents all operator candidates, and jointly optimizes the
weights of the network and its architecture in an alternating
way. However, this process prefers a model whose weights
converge faster than the others, and such a model with fastest
convergence often leads to overfitting. Accordingly the result-
ing model cannot always be well-generalized. To overcome
this problem, we propose Minimum Stable Rank DARTS
(MSR-DARTS), which aims to find a model with the best
generalization error by replacing the architecture optimiza-
tion with the selection process using the minimum stable rank
criterion. Specifically, a convolution operator is represented
by a matrix and our method chooses the one whose stable
rank is the smallest. We evaluate MSR-DARTS on CIFAR-
10 and ImageNet dataset. It achieves an error rate of 2.92%
with only 1.7M parameters within 0.5 GPU-days on CIFAR-
10, and a top-1 error rate of 24.0% on ImageNet. Our MSR-
DARTS directly optimizes an ImageNet model with only 2.6
GPU days while it is often impractical for existing NAS meth-
ods to directly optimize a large model such as ImageNet mod-
els and hence a proxy dataset such as CIFAR-10 is often uti-
lized.
1 Introduction
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) seeks to design neural
network structure automatically, and has already been suc-
cessful on many tasks (Ahn, Kang, and Sohn 2018; Liu et al.
2019; Pham et al. 2018). In NAS, all possible architectures
are defined by a search space, which consists of network
topologies and operator sets, and a search strategy is used to
obtain a better architecture efficiently on the defined search
space. As a recent trend in the search space, a small compo-
nent in a network called cell are defined as an optimization
target to reduce search cost. For search strategy, Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) (Zoph and Le 2017; Zoph et al. 2018;
Pham et al. 2018) and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) (Liu
et al. 2018b; Tang, Golbabaee, and Davies 2017; Real et al.
2019) are widely used.
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Recently, DARTS (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019) and
its derivations (Xie et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2019; Xu et al.
2019; Liang et al. 2019) proposed differentiable approaches
which relax the search spaces to be continuous and thus en-
able direct application of gradient based optimization. These
methods are effective in the search cost since they skip the
evaluation of each sampled architecture, which is required in
RL and EA. The cell defined in these works is Direct Acyclic
Graph (DAG) with multiple nodes, each of which is a la-
tent representation (e.g., a feature map in convolutional net-
works) and each directed edge is associated with an operator.
While these works explicitly introduce architecture param-
eters as learnable parameters in addition to the weight pa-
rameters of over-parameterized networks in the architecture
search, each edge in DAG is a mixed edge which includes all
candidate operators in the operator set and each operator is
weighted by an architecture parameter. An architecture pa-
rameter indicates how suitable its operator in a mixed edge
is. The architecture parameters are jointly trained with the
weight parameters in an alternating way. However, it is re-
ported that this optimization process tends to produce a fast
converge architecture, which is not always the optimal solu-
tion in terms of accuracy (Shu, Wang, and Cai 2020).
We propose a new pipeline named Minimum Stable
Rank Differentiable ARchiTecture Search (MSR-DARTS)
to solve this problem. In this method, the optimization of the
learnable architecture parameters is replaced with the selec-
tion process using stable rank criterion and thus only weight
parameters of neural networks are trained during the archi-
tecture search. The discrete architecture is derived by assum-
ing that only limited convolutional operators (e.g., separa-
ble convolution and dilated convolution with different kernel
size) are included in our operator set, in which each convo-
lutional operator is regarded as a matrix. Then we utilize the
stable rank (numerical rank) of each convolution to derive
a discrete architecture. Specifically, in each mixed edge, the
operator which has the lowest stable rank is selected. The ar-
chitecture search based on the stable rank is appropriate con-
sidering that the low rankness of matrix is related to the gen-
eralization ability of neural networks. Several studies (Arora
et al. 2018; Suzuki, Abe, and Nishimura 2020) reported that
a neural network with lower stable rank operators gets a
higher generalization ability, where a stable rank is often
used instead of a rank because the former properly captures
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the statistical degrees of freedom by ignoring negligibly tiny
singular values. More precisely, when an input is noisy, a
low stable rank convolution conveys the input information
only and attenuates noise. Thus, a network with low stable
rank has better generalization ability and is robust against
noisy input. In summary, we train an over-parameterized
network with fixed architecture parameters and thus only the
weights of the network are optimized. Then, the discrete ar-
chitecture is derived by using stable rank of each operator by
treating a convolution as a matrix in MSR-DARTS to yield
a well generalized architecture.
We conducted experiments with CIFAR-10 and ImageNet
dataset. Our proposed approach achieves an error rate of
2.92% with only 1.7 M parameters on CIFAR-10 and a top-
1 error rate of 24.0% on ImageNet. Results on CIFAR-10 is
competitive with the 1st order DARTS while the number of
parameters in the MSR-DARTS is reduced to 50% of those
in the DARTS. It is often impractical for NAS to directly op-
timize a large model such as ImageNet models, and hence, a
proxy dataset such as CIFAR-10 is often utilized. Our MSR-
DARTS directly optimizes an ImageNet model and achieves
slightly better than recently proposed PC-DARTS with only
2.6 GPU days, with 24% search cost reduction.
2 Related Work
2.1 Neural Architecture Search
There has been growing interest in NAS since (Zoph and
Le 2017) proposed its algorithm. In early years, EA and RL
are used to optimize network architectures. The algorithm
using RL trains a recurrent neural network meta-controller
to guide the search process, and it gradually samples a bet-
ter architecture. (Zoph et al. 2018; Pham et al. 2018) first
optimize the structure of a small component in an entire
network, namely a cell, instead of the entire network struc-
ture, and then the entire network is constructed by stack-
ing the optimized cells. This two step process reduces the
search cost. (Liu et al. 2018b; Tang, Golbabaee, and Davies
2017; Real et al. 2019) utilized EAs, which mutate the archi-
tecture topologies and evolve towards better performances.
DARTS introduced a differentiable NAS pipeline, which re-
laxes the search space to be continuous and directly uses
gradient based optimization. Many works (Xie et al. 2019;
Chen et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2019; Liang et al. 2019) follow
this approach and achieve remarkable performance with im-
proved efficiency.
2.2 Generalization Error Analysis
A deep network generalizes well even when it has a larger
amount of parameters than the sample size. Generalization
bounds represent the upper bound of the generalization error.
We can guarantee that a model with small training error can
have a high generalization performance if the generaliza-
tion error (difference between training error and expected er-
ror) can be evaluated properly and has a small upper bound.
There are several metrics to represent generalization error
bounds such as VC-dimension (Vapnik 1998; Harvey, Liaw,
and Mehrabian 2017), PAC-Bayes theory (Neyshabur, Bho-
janapalli, and Srebro 2017; Dziugaite and Roy 2017), norm
based analysis (Bartlett and Mendelson 2002; Neyshabur,
Salakhutdinov, and Srebro 2015; Golowich, Rakhlin, and
Shamir 2018), and compression based approach (Arora et al.
2018; Baykal et al. 2019; Suzuki, Abe, and Nishimura
2020). Among them, the compression based approach has
recently attracted much attention because it gives tighter
generalization error bounds for deep neural networks. For
example, (Arora et al. 2018) uses the low rank property of
weight matrices to compress neural networks based on the
fact that a matrix with a lower stable rank is more robust to
noise thus generalizes well. (Suzuki, Abe, and Nishimura
2020) experimentally confirmed that most networks have
near low rank weight matrices after training, where a near
low rank matrix is defined as a matrix in which a small num-
ber of singular values are significantly large while the other
singular values are close to zero. This near low rank property
is used to derive generalization bounds.
2.3 DARTS
In this study, similar to (Xie et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2019;
Xu et al. 2019), we use DARTS as a baseline frame-
work. DARTS stacks L cells, each of which is repre-
sented as a DAG of an ordered sequence of N nodes,
{x0, x1, . . . , xN−1}, where each node xi is a feature map
and each edge (i, j) (i < j) denotes an information flow
from node i to node j. A set of K candidate operators is
denoted by O = {o0, o1, . . . , oK−1}, in which an element
ov which includes a learnable parameter w
(i,j)
v is the v-th
candidate operator defined in advance (e.g., separable con-
volution and dilated convolution). Figure 1 left illustrates an
example of a DAG with 4 nodes. An information flow be-
tween nodes is a mixed edge which includes all of candidate
operators. An architecture parameter α(i,j)v , which indicates
how suitable the v-th candidate operator is for mixed edge
(i, j), is introduced as a weight for ov . The goal is to opti-
mize α(i,j)v (v = 0, . . . ,K − 1). For each i < j, the infor-
mation flow from node i to node j, illustrated in the middle
top of Figure 1, is computed as:
fi,j(xi) =
K−1∑
v=0
exp(α
(i,j)
v )∑K−1
v′=0 exp(α
(i,j)
v′ )
· ov(xi). (1)
An output of node j is a sum over all information flows from
its predecessors
xj =
∑
i<j
fi,j(xi). (2)
The first two nodes, x0 and x1, are input nodes to a cell.
The output of all the cells equals to the output of the final
node xN−1, which is defined as the concatenation of all the
intermediate cells, i.e., concat(x2, x3, . . . , xN−2).
There are two types of cells introduced in DARTS. One
is normal cell which keeps the spatial resolution, and the
other is reduction cell which reduces the spatial resolution
of feature maps. Note that while DARTS shares the archi-
tecture topology among all normal cells, the same is true for
reduction cells, because it optimizes architecture parameters
(αnormal, αreduce), where αnormal is shared by all the nor-
mal cells and αreduce is shared by all the reduce cells.
DARTS has two stages. The first stage is a search stage,
which trains the over-parameterized network which consists
of mixed edges in each of which all possible operators are
included, and derives a promising discrete architecture ac-
cording to the architecture parameter α(i,j)v (See Subsec. 3.4
for more details). The second stage is an evaluation stage
which trains the derived architecture from full-scratch.
3 Method
3.1 MSR-DARTS
While DARTS and many related works (Xie et al. 2019;
Chen et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2019) search architectures by
jointly training architecture parameters α and weights of
neural networks w (e.g., the parameters of convolutional op-
erator) in an alternating way (α(i,j)v is denoted by α and
w
(i,j)
v is denoted by w for simplicity), (Shu, Wang, and Cai
2020) reported that these methods tend to lead to a fast con-
verged architecture during the search stage rather than well
generalized models. This is because α is updated based on
w which is not fully converged rather than well trained w,
which is harmful especially in the early epochs. It means
that there is a room to search a model with lower error rate
in the search space. The proposing MSR-DARTS resolves
this issue. It fixes the learnable architecture parameters α to
1 and hence optimizes only w. In the search stage, instead of
Eq. (1), the information flow from node i to node j in MSR-
DARTS is illustrated in Figure 1 middle bottom, defined as
fi,j(xi) =
∑
o∈O
o(xi). (3)
The other process is the same as those defined in Subsec.
2.3.
In MSR-DARTS, we assume that each candidate opera-
tor ov ∈ O consists of several convolutional layers. Let cvp
and cvfin be the p-th and the last convolutional layers in ov , re-
spectively. Note that the notation of node (i, j) is omitted for
simplicity in cvp and c
v
fin. Regarding convolutional computa-
tion as matrix calculation (Sedghi, Gupta, and Long 2019),
σq(c
v
p) denotes the q-th largest singular value of c
v
p. The sta-
ble rank of convolution c is then denoted by R(c) = ‖c‖
2
F
‖c‖22 ,
where ‖·‖F denotes Frobenius norm and ‖·‖2 denotes spec-
tral norm. A stable rank is often used as a surrogate for a rank
(Arora et al. 2018).
Then we select the best operator fromO for each edge af-
ter training of an over-parameterized network in the search
stage. We utilize the relation between network generaliza-
tion ability and singular values proposed in (Arora et al.
2018). In (Arora et al. 2018), it is reported that a well gener-
alized network consists of noise-robust convolutions which
have low stable ranks. Here, noise sensitivity ψN (c, x) is
defined as
ψN (c, x) = Eη∈N
[‖c(x+ η‖x‖)− c(x)‖2
‖c(x)‖2
]
, (4)
where c is a mapping from real-valued vectors to real-valued
vectors (e.g., convolutional computation represented by a
matrix), x is a vector to be multiplied (i.e., input for a convo-
lutional layer),N is a noise distribution and ‖·‖ is Euclidean
norm. Low noise sensitivity indicates that the convolution
matrix has near low rank property (i.e., a low stable rank)
because the signal x is correctly carried whereas noise η is
attenuated. Note that noise sensitivity ψN (c, x) is at least its
stable rank when noise is generated from standard normal
distribution, i.e., η ∼ N (0, I). For more details, please refer
to the paper (Arora et al. 2018).
We assume that an operator that generalizes better has
lower noise sensitivity, i.e., a lower stable rank. We further
assume that the last convolution cvfin is the most relevant to
the output of the ov and thus utilize the stable rank of cvfin
(i.e., R(cvfin)) only. The operator which has the lowest value
of R(cvfin) is selected to yield the discrete architecture.
3.2 Search Space
DARTS defines an operator set with 8 operators. That is,
3×3 and 5×5 separable convolutions, 3×3 and 5×5 di-
lated separable convolutions, 3×3 max pooling, 3×3 aver-
age pooling, identity, and zero. Our operator set is the subset
of the search space of DARTS, i.e., 3×3 and 5×5 separable
convolutions, 3×3 and 5×5 dilated separable convolutions.
As it is described in Subsec. 3.1, we assume that all can-
didate operators ov ∈ O consist of limited convolutional
layers, where 3×3 max pooling, 3×3 average pooling, iden-
tity, and zero, which are not convolutional calculations, are
excluded in this study. As in DARTS, we use the ReLU-
Conv-BN order for convolutional operators, in which each
separable convolution is always applied twice.
3.3 Setting Spectral Norm of Convolution in
Search Stage
We assume that in MSR-DARTS, all operators in a search
space are trained correctly in the search stage. However,
(Suzuki, Abe, and Nishimura 2020; Gunasekar et al. 2018;
Ji and Telgarsky 2019) reported that deep learning tends to
produce a simpler model than its full expression ability when
we use regularization such asL1 regularization. Specifically,
it is experimentally shown that a trained network tends to
have near low rank weight matrices, in which only a few
large singular values and the others are close to zero. There-
fore, in each mixed edge of an over-parameterized network
in MSR-DARTS, some operators can be redundant because
their singular values can be all close to zero. In order to train
each operator stably, we apply the spectral norm adjustment
technique introduced in (Behrmann et al. 2019) to all con-
volutional operators in candidate operators, that is,
∀v, p; ‖cvp‖2 = C (5)
where C is a constant value to be set (Figure 1 right).
We estimate the spectral norm of cvp by performing power-
iteration, which yields an under-estimate σ˜1(cvp) ≤ ‖cvp‖2.
Similar to (Behrmann et al. 2019), using this estimate, each
convolution in candidate operator cvp is normalized as
c˜vp = c
v
p ·
C
σ˜1(cvp)
. (6)
Figure 1: Left: An example of DAG with 4 nodes. Nodes and information flows are illustrated by circles and arrows, respectively.
Middle: Difference in the information flow between nodes between DARTS (top) and MSR-DARTS (bottom). Each figure
indicates that the number of the candidate operators is 3. Right: Setting the spectral norm of each convolution to a constant
value in the search stage.
Note that spectral norm adjustment of each convolution is
conducted before forward propagation. C = 1 is used in our
experiments.
3.4 Deriving Discrete Architecture
After training of the over-parameterized network, a dis-
crete architecture is derived by selecting the topology and
the operator for each intermediate node. In DARTS and
its derivation, the topology is selected by retaining two
strongest precedent edges for each intermediate node, where
the strength of an edge from node i to node j is defined as
max
o∈O,o 6=zero
exp(α
(i,j)
o )∑
o′∈O exp(α
(i,j)
o′ )
. (7)
In each edge, the operator with the largest αv is selected.
However, as described in Subsec. 3.1, MSR-DARTS uses a
fixed value for αv . We make use of the stable rank of the last
convolution R(cvfin) in each candidate operator ov to deter-
mine the topology. Specifically, instead of Eq. (7),
min
ov∈O
R(cvfin) (8)
is used to determine the topology. Note that the operator
ov ∈ O which has lower R(cvfin) is considered to be a better
operator in terms of generalization ability (See Subsec. 3.1).
As in DARTS, each intermediate node retain two strongest
precedent edges with Eq. (8), and the operator ov of each
edge is determined by
arg min
v
R(cvfin). (9)
In summary, a discrete architecture is derived from the over-
parameterized network after training, where each mixed
edge is pruned to an operator according to Eq. (9) and two
strongest precedent edges are preserved according to Eq. (8).
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets
Similar to several previous works (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang
2019; Chen et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2019), we conduct exper-
iments on common image classification datasets, CIFAR-
10 (Krizhevsky 2009) and ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009).
CIFAR-10 consists of 50,000 training images and 10,000
testing images. All images have fixed size of 32×32, and
these images are equally distributed over 10 classes. Ima-
geNet is obtained from ILSVRC2012 (Russakovsky et al.
2015), which contains 1,000 object classes and 1.28M train-
ing images and 50K validation images. We follow the gen-
eral setting where the input image size is 224× 224.
4.2 Results on CIFAR-10
Following DARTS (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019), the ar-
chitecture search is conducted on a network with L = 8
cells. Each convolutional cell consists of N = 7 nodes.
The input nodes x0 and x1 are equal to the output of the
last two preceding cells, respectively. The output node is x6
which is the concatenation of all the intermediate nodes.
Reduction cells are inserted at the 1/3 and 2/3 of the to-
tal depth of the network to reduce the spatial resolution of
feature maps. All other cells are normal cells which keep
the spatial resolution. Note that while DARTS and related
works (Xie et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2019) share the architecture
topology among all normal cells, the same is true for re-
duction cells, because they optimize architecture parameters
(αnormal, αreduce), where αnormal is shared by all the nor-
mal cells and αreduce is shared by all the reduce cells (See
Subsec. 2.3). On the other hand, each cell has an indepen-
dent topology in our pipeline because learnable architecture
parameters are not optimized in MSR-DARTS.
In the search stage, we split the CIFAR-10 training data in
the ratio of four to one. The former is used to train the over-
parameterized network weights while the latter is used to
calculate the loss. The over-parameterized network is trained
for 50 epochs, where the batch size is determined to fit into
a single GPU. The initial number of channels is set to be
16. We use momentum SGD to optimize the weights, with
initial learning rate 0.025 (annealed down following a co-
sine schedule), momentum 0.9, and weight decay 3× 10−4.
We use single TITAN RTX GPU and the architecture search
takes less than 0.3 day.
Table 1: Comparison with the state-of-the-art image classifiers on CIFAR-10. Cutout is denoted by c/o.
Architecture Test Err.(%)
Params
(M)
Search Cost
(GPU-days) Search Method
DenseNet-BC (Huang et al. 2017) 3.46 25.6 - manual
NASNet-A + c/o (Zoph et al. 2018) 2.65 3.3 1800 RL
AmoebaNet-B + c/o (Real et al. 2019) 2.55 2.8 3150 evolution
Hierarchical Evo (Liu et al. 2018b) 3.75 15.7 300 evolution
PNAS (Liu et al. 2018a) 3.41 3.2 225 SMBO
ENAS + c/o (Pham et al. 2018) 2.89 4.6 0.5 RL
DARTS (1st order) + c/o (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019) 3.00 3.3 0.4 gradient-based
DARTS (2nd order) + c/o (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019) 2.76 3.3 1.0 gradient-based
SNAS (moderate) + c/o (Xie et al. 2019) 2.85 2.8 1.5 gradient-based
ProxylessNAS + c/o (Cai, Zhu, and Han 2019) 2.08 - 4.0 gradient-based
DARTS+ + c/o (Liang et al. 2019) 2.20 4.3 0.6 gradient-based
P-DARTS + c/o (Chen et al. 2019) 2.50 3.4 0.3 gradient-based
PC-DARTS + c/o (Xu et al. 2019) 2.57 3.6 0.1 gradient-based
MSR-DARTS + c/o (ours) 2.92 1.7 0.3 gradient-based
Figure 2: Validation loss transition of the over-
parameterized network in the search stage. 50,000 of
training images are split into 4:1, the former set is used
to optimize network parameters, the latter set is used to
validate the network.
In the evaluation stage, the network is composed of 8 cells
(6 normal cells and 2 reduce cells). The other settings fol-
low those of DARTS. The network is trained for 600 epochs,
with a batch size 96. The initial number of channels is 36,
the SGD optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.025 (an-
nealed down to zero following a cosine schedule), a momen-
tum of 0.9, a weight decay of 3 × 10−4 and gradient clip-
ping at 5. Cutout (DeVries and Taylor 2017), path dropout
of probability 0.3, and auxiliary towers with weight 0.4 are
used to enhance accuracy.
The validation loss of the over-parameterized network in
the search stage is visualized in Figure 2. In the search stage,
the validation loss decreases from the beginning of training
and takes a minimum value around 25 epochs. On the other
hand, validation loss begins to increase little by little after
25 epochs. The architecture generated before the increase
in the validation loss is used to the architecture evaluation.
Specifically, we use the architecture generated in epoch at
Figure 3: Test error transition (left) and test loss transi-
tion (right) of the networks generated by MSR-DARTS and
DARTS (after 300 epochs are plotted). Test loss is the aver-
age of cross entropy loss over all the test set. Orange solid
lines for MSR-DARTS and green dot lines for DARTS.
Figure 4: Test error transition (left) and test loss transition
(right) of the networks generated by MSR-DARTS and PC-
DARTS (after 300 epochs are plotted). Test loss is the av-
erage of cross entropy loss over all the test set. Orange
solid lines for MSR-DARTS and light blue dot lines for PC-
DARTS.
Table 2: Comparison with the other networks under the con-
dition that the number of cells of search stage is the same as
that of evaluation stage. We conducted experiments with 8
cells.
Architecture Test Err.(%)
Search Cost
(GPU-days)
DARTS 3.30 1.0
PC-DARTS 3.18 0.1
MSR-DARTS 2.92 0.3
25.
We compare MSR-DARTS to DARTS. Figure 3 left and
right indicate the test accuracy and test loss, respectively.
Each value is plotted after 300 epochs where the differ-
ence can be observed. The architecture generated by MSR-
DARTS gets lower test error and higher test accuracy than
those by DARTS, which indicates the proposed method out-
performs DARTS under the condition that the layer depth
on search stage is the same as that of evaluation stage. We
also compare our MSR-DARTS to PC-DARTS (Xu et al.
2019). Figure 4 left and right are the comparison of test
accuracy and test loss during training respectively. Simi-
lar to the comparison between MSR-DARTS and DARTS,
we observe that our proposed method demonstrates higher
test accuracy and lower test loss after training than those
of PC-DARTS, which indicate MSR-DARTS outperforms
PC-DARTS under the condition that the layer depth of over-
parameterized network on search stage is the same as the
depth of the evaluated network.
Table 1 compares the image classification performance
of MSR-DARTS with those of the state-of-the-art methods.
MSR-DARTS achieves 2.92% test error, which is competi-
tive with or slightly better than the 1st order DARTS. Note
that the number of parameters is about 50% of DARTS, and
1.3 times faster than DARTS. Compared to P-DARTS and
PC-DARTS, MSR-DARTS found an architecture with much
fewer parameters (relative 50% for P-DARTS and 47% for
PC-DARTS) with only a slight decrease in accuracy and
with almost the same search cost. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the architecture generated by MSR-DARTS has the
least parameters that achieves an error rate of less than 3%.
Table 2 summarizes the comparison results on the condi-
tion that the numbers of cells are identical during the search
stage and the evaluation stage. MSR-DARTS found a model
with lower test error compared to DARTS and PC-DARTS.
Both architecture search and architecture evaluation are con-
ducted with 8 cells. MSR-DARTS achieves 2.92 test error,
which is 0.38% better than DARTS and 0.26% better than
PC-DARTS.
4.3 Results on ImageNet
Following DARTS and its derivation, we evaluate the ar-
chitecture with L = 14 cells in the architecture evaluation
stage. Since the number of cells in the architecture gen-
erated by MSR-DARTS is the same as that in the over-
parameterized network in the search stage, the architecture
search for ImageNet is conducted on a network with L = 14
cells. CIFAR-10 and ImageNet dataset are used to train an
over-parameterized network. In the architecture search using
CIFAR-10 dataset, similar to Subsec. 4.2, all the training im-
ages are split into 4 : 1. The former set is used to optimize
parameters and the latter is used to validate the network. The
architecture after epoch 25, which generated the least vali-
dation loss in the search phase, is used for the architecture
evaluation. A single TITAN RTX GPU is used for the ar-
chitecture search and it takes less than 0.5 day. In the archi-
tecture search using ImageNet dataset, we randomly sample
two subsets from the 1.28M training set of ImageNet, with
10% and 2.5% respectively. The former is used for training
over-parameterized network weights and the latter for vali-
dating the trained network.
In the evaluation stage, the network is composed of 14
cells (12 normal cells and 2 reduction cells). The experimen-
tal settings mostly follow DARTS. The network is trained
300 epochs with a batch size 128. The initial number of
channels are set to be 48. We use momentum SGD to op-
timize the weights, with initial learning rate 0.1 (annealed
down following a cosine schedule), momentum 0.9, and
weight decay 3× 10−4. For additional enhancements, label
smoothing and an auxiliary loss tower are used during the
training. We use 32 Tesla P 100 GPUs, learning warm-up is
applied for the first 10 epochs (increase linearly with each
batch), Horovod is used for distributed training.
The results are summarized in Table 3. The architecture
found by MSR-DARTS using CIFAR-10 dataset reports a
top-1 error rate of 24.0% and a top-5 error rate of 7.2%, out-
performs the top-1 error rate of 26.7% and the top-5 error
rate of 8.7% reported by our baseline DARTS. In the ex-
periments where ImageNet is directly used for the architec-
ture search instead of small proxy dataset such as CIFAR-10,
MSR-DARTS reported 24.1% top-1 test error, which outper-
forms 24.9% of ProxylessNAS and 24.2% of PC-DARTS. It
is also a competitive result with 23.9% of DARTS+, with
62% search cost reduction. MSR-DARTS takes only 2.6
GPU-days. To the best of our knowledge, this is the fewest
search cost among the state-of-the-art NASs which directly
use the ImageNet dataset to optimize the architecture and
define search space by directed acyclic graph.
Note that, due to the fact that the search space which in-
cludes only limited types of convolutional operators (See
Subsec. 3.2), MSR-DARTS has a relatively large number of
parameters and of multiply-add operations.
5 Conclusion
We proposed MSR-DARTS, which optimizes only the
weight parameters of an over-parameterized network. The
discrete architecture selection process using the optimized
architecture parameters proposed in DARTS is replaced with
the process using a stable rank of each convolution. Utiliz-
ing the relation between the generalization ability of neu-
ral network and the low-rankness of operator, MSR-DARTS
searches for an architecture which is expected to have low
test error by selecting the lowest stable rank operator. In
our evaluation, MSR-DARTS achieves 2.92% test error on
CIFAR-10 and 24.0% test error on ImageNet, both of which
Table 3: Comparison with the state-of-the-art image classifiers on ImageNet. † denotes the architecture was searched on Ima-
geNet directly.
Architecture Test Err.(%) Params ×+ Search Cost Search Method
top-1 top-5 (M) (M) GPU-days
Inception-v1 (Szegedy et al. 2015) 30.2 10.1 6.6 1448 - manual
MobileNet (Howard et al. 2017) 29.4 10.5 4.2 569 - manual
ShuffleNet 2× (v1) (Zhang et al. 2018) 26.4 10.2 5 524 - manual
ShuffleNet 2× (v2) (Ma et al. 2018) 25.1 - 5 591 - manual
NASNet-A (Zoph et al. 2018) 26.0 8.4 5.3 564 1800 RL
AmoebaNet-C (Real et al. 2019) 24.3 7.6 6.4 570 3150 evolution
PNAS (Liu et al. 2018a) 25.8 8.1 5.1 588 225 SMBO
MnasNet-92 (Tan et al. 2019) 25.2 8.0 4.4 388 - RL
DARTS (2nd order) (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019) 26.7 8.7 4.7 574 4.0 gradient-based
SNAS (mild) (Xie et al. 2019) 27.3 9.2 4.3 522 1.5 gradient-based
ProxylessNAS(GPU) † (Cai, Zhu, and Han 2019) 24.9 7.5 7.1 465 8.3 gradient-based
DARTS+(CIFAR-100)(Liang et al. 2019) 23.7 7.2 5.1 591 0.2 gradient-based
DARTS+(ImageNet) † (Liang et al. 2019) 23.9 7.4 5.1 582 6.8 gradient-based
P-DARTS(CIFAR-10) (Chen et al. 2019) 24.4 7.4 4.9 557 0.3 gradient-based
P-DARTS(CIFAR-100) (Chen et al. 2019) 24.7 7.5 5.1 577 0.3 gradient-based
PC-DARTS(CIFAR-10) (Xu et al. 2019) 25.1 7.8 5.3 586 0.1 gradient-based
PC-DARTS(ImageNet) † (Xu et al. 2019) 24.2 7.3 5.3 597 3.8 gradient-based
MSR-DARTS(CIFAR-10) (ours) 24.0 7.2 6.7 766 0.5 gradient-based
MSR-DARTS(ImageNet) (ours) † 24.1 7.7 6.6 748 2.6 gradient-based
is accomplished within 0.5 GPU-days. It is also possible for
MSR-DARTS to search an architecture for ImageNet by di-
rectly using ImageNet dataset. It takes only 2.6 days on sin-
gle GPU, which is the state-of-the-art search cost while the
accuracies keep competitive results among the architecture
search methods which directly use the ImageNet dataset to
optimize architecture and define the search space by directed
acyclic graph.
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